A novel concept for ultra-wideband suppression of switching noise in high-speed printed circuit boards (PCBs) is proposed, implemented and tested. This concept consists of using non-symmetrical, embedded electromagnetic bandgap (EEBG) structures in conjunction with material with high dielectric constants. The proposed design modifies the classical EEBG structures to achieve a high degree of miniaturisation and an unprecedented broadband suppression of switching noise.
Introduction: For the past 25 years, silicon-based complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology has been advancing along an exponential path of shrinking device dimensions, increasing density, increasing speed, and decreasing cost. This advance may soon come to an end because of various constraints, such as static power dissipation due to leakage current, the effect of wires and interconnects and the decreased immunity of modern devices to noise, interference and voltage fluctuations on their power distribution network.
Switching noise is known to be the main source of noise and voltage fluctuations on the power planes of the printed circuit boards (PCBs) and packages that contain modern CMOS-based devices. The main elements required for the generation of this type of noise are a high-speed timevarying current and a via that passes through the parallel-plate of a power distribution network. The flow of high-speed time-varying current through such vias causes radiation. The radiated waves use the parallel-plate-wave guiding structure to propagate. At the edges of the PCB, a portion of these waves is reflected back and the rest is radiated. The radiated waves cause interference problems, and the reflected waves cause a resonance behaviour in the cavity-like structure created by the parallel plates and the dielectric material between them.
Other vias that pass through the same parallel-plate structure act as receiving antennas. In this scenario, the devices connected to the receiving vias become victims of the radiating via. This scenario is worsened when multiple vias radiate at the same time. The type of noise caused in such a scenario is known as simultaneous switching noise (SSN). SSN, if uncontrolled, can cause logic circuits to switch state falsely. This false switching, in turn, can cause serious malfunctions in the subject circuits with catastrophic consequences.
Methods introduced in past works, to handle this problem, all try to reduce the resonance effects of the cavity-like structure. The most widely used and effective of them include the use of decoupling capacitors, embedded capacitances and capacitors, the use of dissipative and lossy components along the PCB and at its edges, dividing power planes in power islands, and finally via stitching. All these methods have an effective range of at most a few hundred megahertz and are quite expensive to implement at high frequencies.
Recently the use of electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures has been introduced as a very efficient and cost-effective method for SSN suppression within the PCB [1] [2] [3] and radiation reduction from the PCB [4] in the gigahertz frequency band. Although the concepts introduced in previous works are valid, the EBG structures that were employed were large and required impractical patch sizes at low frequencies, which, in turn, would require large area for wideband designs. The novel design presented in this Letter not only eliminates the drawback of previous designs by providing noise suppression over a wide range of frequencies, but also extends the suppression frequency range into the sub-gigahertz region, while using a single EBG design with smaller patch sizes than used in previous work.
Design concept: A conventional embedded EBG (EEBG) design consists of structures in which the patches are located in a plane in the middle of the parallel plates of the power distribution network at equal distance from each plate with a uniform substrate material (constant and unique dielectric material such as FR4) in between these plates.
In this Letter we propose two modifications to a conventional EEBG structure. In our design two dielectric materials are used. A different material with high dielectric constant is employed for the space above the patches and the thickness of this material is made to be very thin. This modification creates a non-symmetrical structure in which the patches are far closer to one of the parallel plates than the other.
Fabrication, measurement and results: At this point, to show the effectiveness of our idea we present experimental results performed on our EEBG designs. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup used for this experiment. SMA connectors are used to connect a vector network analyser (VNA) to the PCB in order to perform scattering parameter measurements. In this setup S 21 represents the noise power received from a victim located on port two while a noise source is switching at the location of port one. The fabricated structure is composed of two main components: the bottom layer, with EBG structures implemented on commercial PCB technology (FR4 laminates), and the top layer implemented using a commercial material with high dielectric constant (e r ¼ 30). The top layer was mounted on the top of the fabricated two-layer structures. Finally, as shown in Fig. 1 , the whole structure was pressed to remove any air gaps between the boards. Fig. 4 show how broadband suppression can be extended to sub-gigahertz frequencies. Pre-fabrication finite-element simulation predicted a far lower cutoff frequency for the lower edge of the gap for both experiments. Minor discrepancies between simulated results and measured valued are mainly due to non-ideal conditions in the experimental setup; specifically, residual air gaps between adjacent patches and between the two boards that might be comparable to the thickness of the highdielectric-constant material. Another factor is that the thickness of the patches was neglected in the simulations.
Finally, from Figs. 3 and 4 two observations can be made. The first is that compared to a conventional EEBG design the new design has a substantially wider noise suppression bandwidth than the conventional EEBG structures. The second is that new EEBG structures have a bandstop region with cutoff edges far lower in frequency than the original structures with the same patch sizes. Therefore EEBG structures with smaller patch sizes, which traditionally had a band-stop region at high frequencies, can now be transformed into EEBG structures with bandstop regions with relatively lower frequencies. This in turn results in a very compact miniaturised design for EEBG structures.
Conclusion:
A novel design for EEBG structures is presented that is able to mitigate switching noise in a power distribution network on an unprecedented range of frequencies, while having a very compact, miniaturised and practical structure. Laboratory PCB prototypes were fabricated and tested, revealing appreciable suppression especially into the sub-gigahertz region. 
